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President’s Message
Masayuki Tsubaki

We've just finished with the Annual General 
Meeting on 5th Dec. All the Committees have shown 
they're busy  in the Committees’ Reports.  

We have already had a new member this year, 
Ms. Vikky Tam, and probably there will be one more 
new member, Mr. David Chan, joining our big family 
very soon! I am so excited and welcome their 
participation in bringing new ideas and stimulations.

Recently we have our Club website 
updated, you can simply click onto our 
website to get some latest news and share our events/ 
service projects from the photos gallery and also enjoy 
our Tai Post on the website easily.  

Service Projects – Our Shining Face Project is 
successfully done with the members’ and families’
support. Our Sunshine Teen Project has started with the 
project meetings and is going smoothly. Meanwhile, our 
20th Anniversary Signature Project, Band Room, is 
undergoing planning, budgeting, and decoration. This is 
a continuous project following from the works of PP 
Frankie last year.  

Foundation – We are actively negotiating with 
members in achieving our foundation target by planning 
for the amount individual contributions. 

New Generations – This year they are very active 
in the service projects. We had a visit to the Elderly 
Home in Tze Wan Shan on 10th Dec. Our ladies 
members are particularly keen on communicating with 
the elderly and did bring them a memorable afternoon. 
That’s why I welcome more ladies members joining our 
Club. Apart from this, there will be a Joint meeting on 
13th Feb 2012 with all the Rotaractors, Interactors and 
Rotarians of our Club to start planning for more service 
activities.  

Administration – They have full planning, 
including the meal and arrangement for our speakers 
for each Regular Meeting.

International Services – We have 
visited Taipei for their Annual Ball in 
October.  For the coming May, there 
will be more than 20 participants for 
the RI Convention in Bangkok.  

For the last Annual General Meeting, Board 
Members for the Rotary Year 2012-13 were elected with 
Ronald Chung as the President, Francis Au as the President-
Elect and Natalie Kwok as the Vice President. This is the 
time for the active new members, Pearl Dang, Samantha 
Fan and Vikky Tam in assisting our new leader in the year 
ahead. And I wish under the strong leadership of Ronald 
Chung, Francis and Natalie, it will be a successful year.  

We will have the Golf                               Competition 
Fellowship Cup with our                                    Mother Club 
RC-Peninsula on 21 Dec, with                              8 players
from their Club and our Club.                              This is the 
first joint event with our Mother Club. I do look forward to 
more joint events to continue our fellowship every coming 
year. On 30th Jan, our Club will have a gathering with our 
Mother Club RC-Peninsula and Baby Club RC- Central: a 
good start for our 3-generation joint events and more 
gathering events in the near future! 

Time flies, 6 months of my President Year has gone 
for already and only half a year to go… I have to work 
harder with the support of my partners. 

Since there will be no regular 
meeting in the coming three 
consecutive weeks, I wish 
everyone of you a joyful Christmas 
and a healthy and happy new 

year!! I am sure all of us will be re-charged after 3-week rest 
and become more energetic and active for the coming 
projects.
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Claire Mak
Editor Says …

is the time when the 
year approaches a close.  It is 
timely to take stock of our 
achievements; and things which 
require improvement: be glad that 
there is still half a Rotary year to 
work on them.

Under Tsubaki san’s
leadership, naturally 
a big emphasis of 

our Service focuses on helping out 
the Japanese Tsunami victims.  
Assistance in the forms of donation 
of equipment and the raising of 
money has been incessant. The 
recent Sake Wine Charity Fund 
Raising Dinner, ably executed by 
Rtn Kiyama san and well attended 
by our club members and other 
Rotarians, is one such continuous 
effort.  

Having said that, hands-on service 
activities seem wanting.  This is 
shown by the overwhelming 
support we showed to our 
Rotaractors at their service event: 
Visit to the Elderly on 10 
December when we actually out-
numbered our Rotaractors and 
some PPs had graciously agreed to 
save the chance for next time. IPP 
Frankie may have to work harder 
on developing more service 
opportunities!  But then, now that 
Project潮看 Teen 空 is underway 
and the Star Reaching Project is in 
the pipeline, it is hoped that 
members’ eagerness to do service 
will be quenched.

This may also have 
an effect on our 
Membership.  If we 
want to attract 

quality members, we need to have 
quality service and fellowship.  
Fortunately, we have added Vikky
to our List and David Chan is 
waiting to be inducted. Well done 
Dennis and Jacky!

Our New 
Generations, under 
the ceaseless 
guidance of PP Peter 

Lam, are brought to a new height.  
Notably, the TTCA students 
benefitted from the Interact 
Workshop and also a rather 
exclusive stroll round the new 
Legco Premises was specially 
arranged by PDG Anthony.  Our 
Rotaractors are also fledging their 
wings, having organized the 
Elderly Visit which, as said above, 
received huge support from our 
members.

PP Louis had reported the 
seemingly effortless approach to 
this year’s TRF arrangements.  
President Tsubaki has wisely 
chosen his Foundation chair and 
merits one less headache.

Our Finances have been         
and continue to be
healthy.  Since Caren took 
over from Thomas, there 

is barely any change and, with PP 
Man doing the audit, there is not 
the slightest cause for worry.

What seems worrying, however, 
appears to be our meeting venue.  
Natalie has managed our Club 
Administration without any 
hiccup until the recent ripple when 
Royal Plaza Hotel announces that it 
will undergo renovation and that 
we shall have to find alternative 
meeting venue starting April 2012.  
Luckily, we always have the 
formidable fall-back of KCC.  
There goes the venue-bomb!

As for Public 
Relations, it looks 
the weakest of all 

Avenues of Service.  Its Chair does 
not seem to have done much save 
to procure the Club Website to be 
updated (a feat not easily 
accomplished with Francis being 
ever so busy) and also to churn out 
Tai Postevery month.  Please bear 
with PP Claire anyhow.

Now that we have had our  
and the new board is borne, we are 
hopeful for something new and 
exciting.  As we are about to step 
into a brand new year, Tai Post 
hopes that the Club will change for 
the better and wishes everyone a 
Happy and Healthy Year ahead.
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Rotary Information  
Peter Lam

Former Rotary Scholar from Japan helps her homeland recover
By Martina Krajňáková,  Rotary International News -- 18 August 2011

Naoko Kurauchi, a nurse and former Rotary Foundation Ambassadorial Scholar, provided 
medical relief in Miyako, Japan, two weeks after her country was hit by an earthquake 
and tsunami on 11 March.
The disaster was overwhelming, she says. “My mind suddenly slipped back to the [South 
Asia] tsunami in 2004, which was what made me decide to apply for the Rotary scholarship,”
explains Kurauchi, who studied international health at Queen Margaret University in 
Scotland in 2008-09.
Talking via Skype from Okinawa with her family in Tokyo, she could see their house shaking 
from aftershocks. “I was used to seeing these things happen in countries where infrastructure 
is inadequate,” says Kurauchi, who never expected a major disaster to strike so close to home. 
Her team traveled from Okinawa to Miyako, arriving with two ambulances full of medical supplies and food. Evidence of the 
tsunami was everywhere. “There were boats in the middle of the road, cars on top of houses, and houses on top of roofs,” she 
says, adding that “the whole town was filled with mud and garbage.”
Kurauchi served in Miyako for five days. “I believe we all have something to offer,” she says, but emphasizes that “the aid 
needs to be really organized and well prepared.”

Ambulances driven by Kurauchi’s medical team share the road with a boat swept away by the tsunami

Her passion for humanitarian service has taken her to other parts of the world as well. 
In February, she traveled with Japanese Rotarians to India for a National Immunization 
Day. And while she was a Rotary Scholar, she did field research in Niger for her master’s 
thesis on PolioPlus, interviewing staff from the World Health Organization, UNICEF, 
Islamic Relief, and other groups about the Global Polio Eradication Initiative.
“Rotary taught me the concept of helping out,” she says. 
During her studies in Scotland, Kurauchi was hosted by the Rotary Club of Livingston, 
Lothian. Her host counselor, Harry McPherson, and his wife, Myra, made her feel 
especially welcome, she recalls. “Countless times I went over to their place to just have 
dinner and spend the night. I don’t think I’d be as attached to Rotary as I am today if it 
weren’t for them.”Kurauchi (left) takes part in a polio awareness rally in Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh, while in India for a National Immunization Day in February.
At first, Kurauchi found it difficult to overcome cultural obstacles in Scotland. In Japan, 
for example, greetings are always bows. “I had to remind myself to put my hand out to 

shake hands, and to give people hugs,” she says.
But “getting over these cultural differences gave me courage to do new things and adopt new ideas,” she explains.
Reflecting on Japan’s recovery from disaster, Kurauchi believes the damage will take years to mend, both psychologically and 
financially. “I wish for things to settle down as soon as possible so that I can show how beautiful the cherry blossoms are, when 
the wind is full of their pink petals.”
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The Library
Claire Mak

I was wandering through 
the clamorous streets of 
Causeway Bay not long 
ago when, suddenly, I 
came upon a different 
world altogether.  It was 
The Central Library.

The well-equipped modern intellectual hub was a 
place of stillness and reflection. Indeed, libraries serve 
as a sanctuary for our distracted souls in a world 
frantically on the move. One would be free from the 
raucous jostle of everyone around. Libraries are the 
rare sites that soothe and stimulate all at once.

When I was young, I learned how to
find books in the public library by 
looking through all those little drawers
of book indices.  Then utilizing 
the library cards (pockets), I got lent the 3 books I 

liked.  Nowadays, all 
information is at your 
finger tips on the 
computers; and HKID 
cards have replaced 
the library cards

Talking about borrowing books, I still recall visiting 
the Bodleian Library of Oxford University when I was 
at my brother’s graduation.  There, in the hush silence 
of the medieval world, books have to be ceremonially 
requested and can’t in fact, be taken out.

Sometimes, I need reference books from the HKU 
Law Library or the High Court Library.  I made

much fewer trips to either than in my early days 
of practice. At the time, I needed to learn all case/ 
report indices to find the correct reference and 
then to locate the relevant shelf. But of more 
importance was to get along well with one High 
Court Library lady who did photocopying of 
reference books.  If you didn’t, you would never 
get your copies (on time)!  Of course, nowadays 
most research materials can
be downloaded from the 
Judiciary or other websites 
and, you do your own
photocopying.  Just be ready 
with your octopus card.

Some say these days, the library is a thing of the 
past.  If future generations read Shakespeare or 
John Keats, it will probably be on digital tablets 
or devices we haven’t yet dreamed of.  The 
internet itself of course is the world’s largest 
library brought to everyone’s palm.  But that 
doesn’t mean the public library is out of date.  
Students flock to libraries for quiet pre-exam 
studies; or to access virtual libraries for free. The 
retired generations go there to plough through 
newspapers and magazines.  Young kids go there 
on Saturdays to listen to stories.  It is the most 
democratic oasis in town. And I still believe it 

makes a book a 
much more 
interesting read to 
physically flip the 

pages than by touching screen.

The lead guitarist of the Rolling Stone, Keith 
Richards once said, “When you are growing up, 
there are two institutional places that affect you 
most powerfully: the church, which belongs to 
God, and the public library, which belongs to you.  
The public library is the great equalizer.”
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SAKE WINE TASTING CHARITY DINNER
(jointly organized by 818 club and “The Sake Shop”)

26th November, 2011
Wanya Japanese Restaurant

Manabu Kiyama

Since Eastern Japan Great Earthquake Disaster occurred 
on 11th March 2011, it is now more than half a year.  It 
caused enormous damage and people lost their families, 
friends, homes and possessions as a result.  They are 
desperately trying to get through what is an extremely 
difficult and saddening set of circumstances. With these 
people in our thoughts, we would like to lend our hand to 
help those who have been affected by this tragedy. 

This charity dinner (in Wanya Japanese Restaurant) seeks to demonstrate our way to help 
which is currently broadening throughout Hong Kong.  To me it was a great pleasure as 
this one happy occasion could contribute to the revival of Japan.  Also, over eighty 
guests from different Rotary clubs were treated to a great 
night of entertainment.  The dinner was successful and won
the hearts of the attendees who responded enthusiastically. 
Lastly, Tsubaki san and I would like to thank you all for your 
support in our fundraising efforts for the event. Thank you. 
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Joint Meeting on 28 November 2011
Royal Plaza Hotel

The much anticipated Meeting, jointly hosted by Rotary 
Clubs of New Territories, Tsuen Wan, Shatin, Kwai
Chung, Tolo Harbour, Tai Po, HK Sunrise, Lan Kwai
Fong, Lion Rock and Kowloon Tong; and also attended 
by members of Rotary Club of Hong Kong Harbour as 
well as district dignitaries, friends, Rotaractors and 
Interactors ended in a major                          !

The intended speaker, Mr. C. Y. Leung, who is an 
honorary member of Rotary Club of New Territories, 
announced his decision to stand for election of the Chief 
Executive just one day before the Meeting.  He therefore 

had to avoid overt public canvassing on 
occasions such as this or else it would 
count towards his propaganda.

PP Haywood Cheung stepped in and 

became the impromptu speaker of the evening. For a change, 
Mr. C. Y. Leung became an audience.

PP Haywood spoke about “百年老
號 : 香 港 金 銀 業 貿 易 場 ” and 
introduced The Chinese Gold and 
Silver Society, its history and the 
interesting practices of the trading of 

gold. He also stressed how the Society brought
about the continuity, liquidity and volume of
gold trading; and how stakeholders used the
market for hedging and extending the Chinese
Yuan to the international platform.

The evening ended with the usual admission of new members 
of a couple of clubs, birthday celebration, photos-taking and 
endless drinking and socializing. 
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Annual General Meeting on 5 December 2011
Ronald Chung

An AGM is held every year to fulfill two objectives
1. To report to members the club’s previous activities and 

accomplishments, and 
2. To elect directors to the board.

With the successful closure to our AGM, the members of the Rotary Club of 
Tai Po have spoken.  They have confirmed / voted the following members 
into the 2012-13 board:

• President – your humble servant: yours truly
• PE – the always energetic, no one quite knows how he can have so 

many things done: Francis
• VP – our latest anointed future leader who have been bringing to our

meetings apples to the eye, lovely cuisines and wine: Natalie 
• Secretary – Caren
• Secretary Elect – Patrick 
• Treasurer – PP Louis 
• 6 directors – PP Pearl, PP Jacky, PP Ping, Samantha, Vikky and Roger   

This is a real promising board of veterans with tremendous experience as well as younger members that can bring in new visions 
and energy.  I feel lucky that the members of the club have voted for me this group to work with.  I look forward to working closely 
with all taking RCTP to yet another level.  

However, this board is going to be challenged more than most other boards before them.  

They have to, like every other board before them, uphold the revered RCTP tradition, strong fellowship, service to the 
community…

In addition to having to carrying on with the RCTP tradition, this group will have to dig deeper in support of DGE Ken and his work at 
the district.  The 1997 – 98 board led by PP Charles, supporting PDG Anthony certainly passed the test with flying colors and serves 
a good example for our incoming board.  I feel lucky and excited that we are given the challenge and am looking forward to coming 
out successful like PP Charles’ group.

On top of that, this incoming board must not forget that they are also paving the way for the future of the club and its leaderships.  

These sound like tall orders, but as a Rotarian, in my heart is one famous line…

…he profits most who serves the best…

So, I hope the board rallies with me and “R-O-T-A-R-Y…let’s serve Rotary, R-O-T-A-R-Y… we’re one big family… ”

Sincere receiving from Pres. Tsubaki the belated 
birthday gift Counting of ballots

The Board of Directors 2012-13
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At your Service
20th Anniversary Commemorative Project – Band Room

Claire Mak

STAR REACHING PROJECT 2011
Jacky Sung

As one of our community service projects, RCTP has been sponsoring the Star Reaching Project to reach the youngsters in the Tai 
Po district.  Our objective is to provide these youngsters with some good guidance and developmental care for the betterment of our 
society. 

For the year of 2011-12, the Project arranged a program called ‘WEB X.0’.  It has successfully recruited 10 volunteers who are IT 
majored students from the Hong Kong Polytechnic University as ‘eMentors’ to support 30 teenaged ‘eMentees’.  The Program 
comprises the following activities:

a. WEB Team-building Camp 
In the camp, there is a workshop on sex education and a proper attitude towards friends of the opposite sex.  There are also 
team-building games to enhance the eMentees’ interest and self-confidence to interact directly with people other than through 
the Internet world.   

b. WEB ‘Combat’
The activity provides a ‘real-life’ war game experience to the eMentees for them to compare with that of the virtual world of 
computer.

c. WEB ‘Entrepreneurial eBusiness’
Through a workshop, the eMentees learn how to run online shop/online bidding business and acquire hands-on experiences.  
They study the needs of Internet customers by means of discussions, Internet surveys etc.  Hopefully they can make a better
use of the Internet to develop their careers. 

d. WEB ‘Listen to Appreciate’
The eMentees will study how to appreciate music.  They shall participate in various aspects in making music.  The program 
shall invite a music maker to share working experience with the eMentees and increase their awareness to intellectual property 
rights. 

e. V WEB Volunteering Service Day
The eMentees shall work with their eMentors to send a gentle reminder to those popular websites for young people and social 
networking web page on Internet security.  They shall also make a list of recommended websites for youngsters to promote 
good Internet culture among them.  

f. WEB Conference
Participants with outstanding performance in the Program will receive award to acknowledge their efforts.

This year, RCTP sponsors $22,000 for the Star Reaching Program.  We trust that this Program would make an effective and 
sustaining contribution to the teenage development in Tai Po.

Rotary Club of Tai Po, on reaching its 20TH ANNIVERSARY, has decided to leave a MARK in Tai Po with 
something permanent, something which meets the needs of the community and something which the area 
would not otherwise have benefited from the government or other entities.  

We are working on a establishing a Band Room.  This idea flows from the fervent need of 
young people in the vicinity for such a facility as we deduced from the continuous projects 
we having been doing in Tai Po. The band room is located on the top floor of Tai Po 
Civic Centre (大埔文娛中心).  The Tai Po Civic Centre is a prominent purple-roofed  

pavilion surrounded by a garden and leading to a glazed-window building.  It is easily accessible by 
MTR, bus or public light bus. 
The band room will be managed by Tai Po District Arts Advancement Association(大埔區文藝協進會). 
The utilization rate of the band room is expected to be high because of the                    great 
demand from local school students and residents.  Our primary costs are spent                     on the 
renovation of the room and installation of musical instruments. If you have                        access 
to musical instruments, please respond to Francis’ call and let him know.
We shall put up a donation plaque with our                      club’s brief history in the room.  This would be a 
golden opportunity to let the youngsters in                     Tai Po utilize their talents and energy and at the 
same time, promote Rotary Club of Tai Po.
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Tsung Tsin Christian Academy
Interact members’ sharing on the visit 

to the new Legislative Council (LegCo) Complex
(26 Nov 2011)

Youth Corner  Youth Corner  

I have learnt more about the duties of 
legislators, the history of the Legislative 
Council and the structure of the 
Government from the visit.  I admire the 
new LegCo Complex because the 
design, which adopts the ‘green’concept 
with a variety of environmentally-
friendly features, is very innovative.  
The green garden is so beautiful!

S.5 Helen Leung

It is still unbelievable for me that I have 
experienced different things in the Legislative 
Council which appeared on television only 
before this trip! I feel much honored to have 
this opportunity to visit the Legislative 
Council because visiting it is a rare chance to 
a lot of people.  I now understand more about 
the Legislative Council and its history.  I hope 
Rotary Club will arrange more events like this 
for us to join in the near future.

S.4 Percy Yiu

I am impressed by the visit since I have 
learnt the difference on the process of law 
establishment from the old days to now 
and the history of Legislative Council.  
The most interesting and meaningful part 
of this visit is the mock LegCo meeting 
for us students.  In such way, we could 
not only role-play as legislators to 
practise our speech but also express our 
opinions on the bill/motion.  This is also a 
valuable opportunity for us to understand 
how the Government runs on a daily 
basis.

S.5 Sally Hung
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Youth Corner  Youth Corner  
Community Services to Elderly – Love & Fun Sharing Christmas Party

10.12.2011
Yan Chai Hospital Au Yeung Sum Memorial Elderly Home cum Day Care Unit 

Claire Mak

Workers decked out the venue with Christmas ornaments
��� while we had a crash course on folding Christmas 
Trees with scrap pieces of paper before the program 
started. 

After a couple of ice-breaking games to bring out the festive 
idea, we had some interesting singing when the elderly 
clapped their hands and swayed their heads.

On the day when weatherman Freddy announced, as he 
shuddered, that the temperature on Saturday 10th

December is falling ��� and that the COLD Weather 
Warning signal kept pointing down�, a number of us did 
something really warm – heart-warming ��� in fact. We 
joined our Tai Po Rotaractors who co-organized an Elderly 
Home Visit with The Hong Kong Institution of Engineers 
(Mechanical, Marine, Naval Architecture and Chemical 
Division).  

As the elderly enjoyed their refreshments, we had had the 
chance to speak and listen to them.  All the ☺ faces tell you 
how much the old and the young had enjoyed the event.  
The warmth just oozed out from amongst us and the 
coldness outside just melted away. 

Having fully warmed-up by now, workers joined the elderly to 
fold Christmas trees and decorated �	
 them nicely.



2011-12 Ambassadorial Scholar Kristen Lindley 
gave a lively presentation of Texas where she 
comes from.

Tsubaki thanked Scholar Kristen Lindley by 
presenting her with our club memento and photo. 
In return she also gave us the small banner from 
her sponsoring club from D5930, and her hand-
made memento from Texas!

Lucky Draw Winner Kiyama was all smiles as he 
claimed his raffle gift from donor Vikky

Natalie’s Supporters 

Frankie and Creamy will 
stay warm this season after 
winning and taking home the 
scarf and mitten raffle gift 
from Armstrong 
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21 Nov 2011

12 Dec 2011

Louis was distracted but Rtn Chemical (RC 
Tai Pei), IPP Frankie and PP Ping dutifully 
tasted the wine.

Wine connoisseur Natalie taught us steps in 
wine tasting

Vikky introduced the raffle gift of a Fine Bone 
China cup she purchased years ago all the way from 
Buckingham Palace UK



November Winners  
(100% attendance):

Francis Au, Caren Chan, 
Pearl Dang, Patrick Fong, 
Anthony Hung, Manubu
Kiyama, Natalie Kwok, 
Peter Lam, Wilson Lam, 

Leung Wo Ping, Claire Mak, 
Man Mo Leung, Armstrong 
Shea, Jacky Sung, Vikky
Tam, Masayuki Tsubaki, 

Kenneth Wong, 
Frankie Wu

% of attendance of 
regular meetings 

(inclusive of make ups) 

On leave in Nov 
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Got something to 
say?

Tai Post wants to hear 
from you.  Write in to 
claire.mak@rctaipo.org

Tai Post reserves the 
right to edit articles for 
length and clarity.

Upcoming Events
Day Time Topic Venue

Regal Hong Kong Hotel, 
Causeway Bay 

Club Visit to RC of Hong 
Kong Harbour
Topic: “Wagyu”

8:00 p.m.5 Jan 2012
(Thu)

Royal Plaza Hotel, Prince 
Edward Rd. W.

Speaker:       Dr. Amy Pang 
Topic: “Travel Photography”

7:00 p.m.9 Jan 2012
(Mon)

15 Jan 2012 
(Sun)

9:00 a.m. 1st HK Blind Bowling 
Tournament 

EMax, Kowloon Bay

16 Jan 2012 
(Mon)

7:00 p.m. Speaker: Mr. William Yim
Topic: “Branding, Innovation 
& Entrepreneurship”

Royal Plaza Hotel, Prince 
Edward Rd. W.

30 Jan 2012
(Mon)

7:00 p.m. Three Generation (RC of
Peninsula,  RC of Taipo, RC 
of Central) and our brother 
(RC of Peninsula Sunrise) 
Joint Meeting  

To be confirmed

in Nov      
Sasha Chu, 
Sincere Yip

7th  71.4%
12th 87.5%
21st  77.4%
28th  71%

Thomas Hoo


